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Abstract: We present a scheme to generate synchronised THz and soft X-ray radiation pulses by
using a free-electron laser oscillator driven by a high repetition rate (of order 10–100 MHz) energy
recovery linac. The backward THz radiation in the oscillator cavity interacts with a successive electron
bunch, thus producing few 105 soft/hard X-ray photons per shot (namely 1012–1013 photons/s) via
Thomson/Compton back-scattering, synchronised with the mJ-class THz pulse within the temporal
jitter of electron beams accelerated in the superconducting cavities of the linac (less than 100 fs).
Detailed simulations have been performed in order to assess the capability of the scheme for typ-
ical wavelengths of interest, between 10 and 50 µm for the TeraHertz radiation and 0.5–3 nm for
the X-rays.

Keywords: FEL oscillator; Compton source; dual source

1. Introduction

Fundamental and applied studies at the science frontiers need tuneable, brilliant and
coherent radiation pulses. The synchronised radiation of two different wavelengths is
required for testing phenomena developing on different time-scales or for pump and probe
experiments, where one of the two pulses excites microscopic processes and the other one
detects them. The combination of strong THz excitation sources with the most advanced
X-ray light sources enables the study of long-range order at atomic length scales and ultra-
fast time-scales [1,2]. The expectation of experiments of this kind is so promising that
almost all the laboratories allocating the most brilliant X-ray sources, namely synchrotrons
and free-electron lasers (FELs), are also endowed with THz sources to be coupled with the
X-rays [3,4]. However, when these experiments involve Synchrotrons and FELs as sources
of X-rays, they can be exclusively carried out in a poorly sustainable way in few huge
laboratories, limiting the widespread diffusion of this research technique. Regarding the
generation of THz radiation, considerable efforts are currently being made to develop novel
high-power radiation sources able to compensate for the scarce availability in this frequency
range. Much interest has been focused on FELs, because they are widely tuneable in the
THz range and deliver high-quality pulses that satisfy the requirements of energy stability,
polarisation, spectral and spatial distribution posed by the most advanced applications.
Far-infrared and THz FELs mainly operate as oscillators, i.e., they are equipped with
resonators confined by mirrors. The main advantages of this operational mode, with
respect to other FEL configurations, are compactness, relaxed requirements of the electron
bunch quality and the fact that oscillators are suitable for super conducting (SC) linacs,
allowing the generation of powerful quasi-cw light. Such a class of FELs includes UCSB-
FEL [5], CLIO [6], FELIX [7], FELBE [8], NovoFEL [9], KAERI-FEL [10] and ISIR FEL [11].
Among them, FELBE, which relies on a superconducting RF linac operated in the cw mode,
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and UCSB-FEL, based on an electrostatic Van de Graaff accelerator with energy recovery
operated in a long pulse mode, are characterised by the highest power yield. CLIO, FELIX,
and ISIR FEL generate maximum micropulse energies between 100 and 40 µJ in the mid-
infrared region, while their energies in the THz region decrease to values between 20 and
5 µJ. NovoFEL consists of a series of 180 MHz normal conducting RF cavities and an energy
recovery system operating in the cw mode that can generate an average power of 400 W
and a micropulse energy of 50 µJ. Various new projects [12–14] or studies involving THz
FELs have been proposed [15,16].

The dual source (THz plus X-rays) that we expose in this paper exploits the fact
that the THz radiation generated by the passage of successive electron bunches in an
FEL undulator, driven by a super-conducting ERL, propagates at each round trip inside
the cavity, first forward towards the front mirror and then backward to the rear mirror.
After being reflected by a tilted front mirror, the radiation is sent obliquely off-axis with
respect to the electron beam train and hits a successive electron bunch in a condition
suitable for Thomson/Compton back-scattering. THz FEL intracavity pulses with mJ-class
energy at 15–50 microns of wavelength, driven by 20–100 MeV energy electron bunches,
can deliver up to few 105 soft X-ray photons per shot by Compton back-scattering at a rate
of 10–100 MHz and synchronised with the THz radiation. The total of 1012–1013 X photons
generated per second can be useful in many imaging fields (see Ref. [17]). Even taking into
account size and cost of the cryogenic plant, this source is more compact (hundreds instead
of tens of thousands square meters) and less expensive (less than one hundredth of the
costs) than synchrotrons and soft X-ray FELs. It can therefore be developed in medium size
laboratories, big hospitals or university campuses and represents an elementary upgrade
of a basic THz FEL oscillator. Section 2 describes the generalities of the double source
constituted by a THz free-electron laser oscillator and by a X-ray Thomson/Compton source
driven by the same electron beam. Section 3 presents the THz free-electron laser oscillator,
focusing the attention on geometry and working points suitable for this particular operation.
Section 4 gives the details of the THz optical cavity. Section 5 provides an overview of
the X-ray production by means of Thomson/Compton scattering. Finally, we conclude
presenting considerations about the optimal layout, characterisation and performances of
the dual source providing simultaneous THz and Soft X-ray radiation and discussing the
possibility of developing such a device.

2. Double Source Constituted by a THz FEL Oscillator and a Thomson/Compton
Source Driven by the Same Electron Beam: Generalities

In this section, we will determine the parameters of a THz FEL oscillator alimented
by an electron beam accelerated by a Super Conducting (SC) Energy Recovery Linac
(ERL) [18,19]. An SC accelerator is required because the FEL oscillator is based on the pas-
sage of successive electron beams at a large repetition rate inside the undulator. Moreover,
the energy recovery option allows for a sustainable approach to the radiation generation.
We based our study on an ERL similar to those described in [13,14,20]. A DC gun, JLab-like,
equipped with solenoid and bunchers, guarantees low-emittance and a large repetition
rate. The average current was maintained below 7–8 mA. The instabilities connected to
the high-order modes are taken under control by a suitable design of the cavities [21,22],
together with the insertion of dumpers. Table 1 presents values of the electron beam param-
eters given by start-to-end simulations, generated by Superconducting Linacs operating at
the aforementioned energies (see also [5,8,14,21]). The table reports the slice emittance and
energy spread values, since, in the FEL process, only the characteristics of the core of the
electron beam are significant. The electron beam provides THz radiation with interesting
properties and, at the same time, suitable for driving Thomson back-scattering. Even if the
interaction is in the classical range (Thomson regime), following the usual lexicon in the
field, we will also refer to the process as inverse Compton (or simply Compton) scattering.
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Table 1. Electron beam characteristics at the undulator entrance.

Quantity Before the Undulator

Energy 20–100 MeV
Charge 100–200 pC

Energy spread 0.1–1%
Slice emittance 0.6–2 mm mrad

Transverse size σx 0.1–0.25 mm
Length σz 0.5–5 mm

Average current <7–8 mA

The accelerated electron bunches, travelling through the undulator, produce THz FEL
radiation that is then reflected backward by the front mirror.

The total distance travelled by the radiation Lrt back and forth in the cavity and the
repetition rate of the electron bunch train f must be connected in such a way that the
radiation arrives exactly synchronised to a successive electron beam at the entrance of the
undulator after a round trip: Lrt should therefore be a multiple of the distance between
two successive bunches Lrt = ve/f, ve being the electron bunch velocity. Figure 1 shows
an option based on a four-mirror cavity of the radiation source layout. The THz radiation
produced by the FEL undulator propagates freely up to the tilted front mirror. Here, it is
reflected off-axis and then obliquely sent to the Compton interaction point (IP) by a second
mirror. The interaction therefore takes place at a small angle. The THz radiation is then
shifted laterally by a few centimetres, thus circumventing the undulator. The focusing
needed for increasing the luminosity of the process is provided by the mirrors surrounding
the IP. This configuration is quite usual in Thomson/Compton sources based on lasers in
Fabry–Peròt cavities [20,23,24]. In addition, Lrt = n∆l (n integer), ∆l being the electron
bunch-to bunch inter-distance. If n > 1, more than one electron beam is simultaneously
present inside the cavity. The Compton IP is set in a position where the length Lc of the
path the radiation covers for coming back to this same point after the reflection equals a
multiple of the distance between two electron bunches, i.e., Lc = n′∆l (n’ integer). The THz
radiation, propagating backward, crosses a successive electron bunch and scatters X-ray
radiation in the direction of the electrons at the same repetition rate. The X-ray and THz
radiation that flow through the front mirror are generated in sequence by two successive
bunches of the electron beam train and are therefore naturally synchronised within the
characteristic temporal jitters of the SC accelerator.

Figure 1. Dual source of THz and X-ray radiation. The cavity is constituted by four mirrors, one of
them holed or translucent. The Compton interaction point is on the right, and the focusing is realised
by the mirrors themselves. Electron beam and THz radiation interact at angle.

The possible combinations of THz and X-ray wavelengths produced by the device
are analysed in Figure 2. The resonance condition of the FEL oscillator is λTHz = λw(1+ a2

w)
/(2γ2), where γ = E/mc2 is the Lorentz factor of the electron beam, λw and
aw = eBλw/(

√
22πmc) the period and the undulator parameter (B is the undulator peak

on-axis magnetic field), being m, e and c the electron rest mass, charge and the speed of
light, respectively.
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Figure 2. Wavelength of the THz and X-ray radiation vs. electron Lorentz factor γ. Solid lines: THz
radiation produced with the FEL oscillator. Dashed lines: X-ray radiation generated by means of
Thomson back-scattering. In black: λw = 3.5 cm, aW = 2; similar values can also be obtained with
λw = 4.5 cm, aW = 1.7. In blue: λw = 4.5 cm, aW = 2.5. In magenta: λw = 5.5 cm, aW = 3.

Figure 2 shows the resonant values λTHz as a function of the electron beam Lorentz
factor γ ranging from 40 (20 MeV) to 110 (55 MeV), for various values of the undulator
period λw between 3.5 cm and 5.5 cm at values of aw between 2 and 3, respectively. As
shown herein, the undulator can be tuned to cover a wide THz wavelength range with
relatively low electron energy values. The intermediate value λw = 4.5 cm, for instance,
allows to span the THz wavelengths from 100 to 35 µm, only varying the electron energy
from approximately 20 to 50 MeV. By changing aw, a wider range of wavelengths can
be produced.

In the same graph, the Compton radiation wavelength λX ' λTHz/(4γ2) generated
by the scattering between the electron beam and the THz pulses is also presented (dotted
lines), thus showing the couples of THz/X-ray wavelengths simultaneously generated.
Interesting wavelengths in the soft-tender X-ray regime are, for instance, the water window
at λ = 3 nm [25] or the spectroscopy range around 0.5 nm [26]. THz radiation at 30–55 µm
can be paired with X-rays in the water window at 3 nm. With the same undulator, THz
radiation in the range 13–25 µm generates X rays at λ = 0.5 nm. Long wavelength FEL
radiation pulses present strong diffraction, which limits the minimum value that undulator
periods and gaps can assume. The slippage along the propagation direction is moreover
large and causes the possible transition to the superradiant regime [27,28], where the
emitted energy is proportional to the square of the charge. In order to avoid the strong
spectrum deterioration by deep radiation saturation, an electron beam rms length σe of the
order of two times the slippage length Ls = NwλTHz (Nw being the number of periods of
the undulator module) could individuate a suitable working point satisfying the condition:
σe ≥ 2Ls. We can then determine the necessary undulator length. Following the road
map proposed in [29] and references therein, another condition of operation threshold
can be determined, i.e., 0.27(4πρ)3Nw

3 > Loss where ρ is the Pierce parameter of the
FEL [30,31] and loss is the percentage of energy lost by the light during the round trip from
the end to the entrance of the undulator. This condition holds when the electron beam is
much longer than the cooperation length Lc = λ/(4πρ), i.e., when σe >> Lc (long-bunch
limit). The opposite limit features a different scaling law, leading to a slightly different
threshold. If σe is about 5–10 times the cooperation length, the effective operative condition
lays in an intermediate region between the two limiting cases ruled by the short and the
long-bunch models. The radiation Rayleigh length ZR should be of the order of half the
undulator length and the dimension of the radiation beam turns out to be of the order of

σr '
√

ZRλ
2π >> σe. For this reason, since the radiation transverse size is much larger than

the electron beam’s size, even if the radiation losses due to the interaction with the mirrors
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and to the pulse extraction along the trajectory outside the undulator are relatively small,
and the electron beam-radiation coupling at the undulator entrance can be scarce. For
instance, typical values of the radiation size are approximately 3 mm, while the electron
radius is 100–200 µm, leading to an estimate of loss as large as approximately 99%. The
number of undulator periods Nw satisfying the aforementioned constraint is Nw > 1.54

4πρ in

the case of a long bunch, or Nw > 1.18
4πρ with a short electron beam.

The graph in Figure 3 presents the required undulator length Lund = λwNw as a
function of the beam peak current I(A) for five cases based on two different undulator
periods, where three-dimensional and inhomogeneous effects were taken into account
in the calculation of the Pierce parameter as in Ref. [32]. Both long (solid lines) and
short (dotted lines) electron beam cases are reported in the graph. Sustainable undulator
lengths and reasonable peak currents (7 A < I < 25 A) in the range attainable by a
SC high repetition rate accelerator are needed. Electron beams with 150 pC of charge,
15–20 A of peak current, reasonable values of emittance (<2 mm mrad) and energy spread
(<5× 10−3) could produce more than 1 mJ of intra-cavity (IC) radiation energy at 10–50 µm
of wavelength in less than 2 m of undulator, generating extra-cavity (EC) pulses of tens
of µJ. The intra-cavity THz pulse constitutes the scattering radiation in the inverse Compton
process, generating NX photons at λX. The number of X-ray photons per shot NX can be
indeed roughly estimated as [33,34]:

NX = σTh
NeNTHz

2π(σe2 + σTHz2)
. (1)

where σTh = 6.65 × 10−29 m2 is the Thomson cross-section, Ne = Q/e = 1.25 × 109,
σe = 100 µm, NTHz = EIC/(hνTHz) = EICλTHz/(hc) ' 2–5 × 1017, an amount of approx-
imately 105 X-ray photons per shot is delivered by the system on the whole spectrum,
provided that σTHz ≤ 0.3 mm. At a repetition rate of approximately 50 MHz, the source
could deliver to the users 5× 1012 X-ray photons/s together with 2–5×1023 THz photons/s.
As can be seen by Equation (1), the reflected radiation must hit the electrons in the condition
of maximum focusing to optimise the Compton scattering luminosity. For controlling the
transverse size of the radiation, a telescopic system of lenses or mirrors should be put
around the Compton IP. In the case of lenses, at least one of them should be holed for the
passage of the X-rays, and the electron beam should circumvent the lenses. The loss of
THz radiation transmission, which adds to the other cavity losses, can be estimated by
the ratio between the hole surface (approximately given by the electron beam transverse
dimension) and the lens illuminated area: in optimal conditions, it can be maintained under
few percent due to the low X-ray diffraction. A deformation of the THz fields around the
holes could also occur.
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Figure 3. Undulator length Lund versus electron beam peak current I(A). Solid curves represent
the long bunch cases, dotted curves represent the short bunch cases. Window (a): λ = 36 µm,
λw = 3.5 cm, γ = 55.5 (red curves); λ = 13.2 µm, λw = 3.5 cm, γ = 81.5 (blue curves). Window
(b): λ = 51.6 µm, λw = 4.5 cm, γ = 65 (red curve); λ = 36 µm, λw = 4.5 cm, γ = 55.5 (magenta curves);
λ = 15 µm, λw = 4.5 cm, γ = 86 (blue curves). Three-dimensional and inhomogeneous effects are taken
into account.

3. The THz FEL Oscillator: Numerical Results

In this section, we describe and discuss the simulation results of the THz FEL oscillator.
The procedure follows the evolution of the radiation within the system composed by the
cavity and the undulator. As a first step, the FEL emission is computed starting from
noise in the undulator. The radiation electric field is extracted over a three-dimensional
grid at the end of the undulator and transported through the cavity. After reflection by
the rear mirror, the radiation pulse encounters a successive electron bunch and seeds
it in the subsequent passage inside the undulator. The process is then reiterated up to
saturation. The FEL simulation has been carried out by using the three-dimensional, time-
dependent FEL code Genesis 1.3 [35]. The cycling of the radiation through the cavity has
been evaluated by means of the Huygens integral [36–38], taking into account the losses
on the optical elements and the geometry of the whole optical line. Besides the absorption
of the optics and the effect of the holes, other losses come from the imperfect matching
between radiation and electrons at the undulator entrance due to the natural difference in
their transverse sizes. The THz radiation, in fact, arrives at the entrance of the undulator
with a dimension much larger than the electron beam size, and only a fraction of its energy
is coupled to and contributes to seed the particles. The profiles of the electron beam size
matched to the undulator and of the radiation at a different round trip are presented along
the undulator coordinate z, respectively, in Figures 4 and 5. The radiation starts at the
beginning of the electron beam and diverges due to diffraction, but then achieves stationary
behaviour on values determined by the cavity properties.

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
0.00

0.00005

0.00010

0.00015

0.00020

 

 

 

z(m)

� x
,y
(m
)

Figure 4. Electron sizes σx, (blue curve) and σy (red curve) (m) along the undulator coordinate z(m)
for λ = 15.2 µm, emittance ε = 1 mm mrad, loss = 6%.
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Figure 5. Radiation size σrad (m) along the undulator coordinate z(m) for λ = 15.2 µm, emittance
ε = 1 mm mrad, loss = 6% for different round trip numbers.

The total losses Loss are given by the sum of several terms, namely the fraction of
energy extracted from the system Lext = EEC/EIC, EIC and EEC being the intra-cavity and
extra-cavity energies, the absorption of the mirrors Lmirr, the losses on the lenses and
the effect of the holes Llens, and the mismatch term Lmm estimated by Lmm = 1− Ae/Arad,
where Arad and Ae are the radiation and electron area at the beginning of the undulator,
respectively. The last term, connected to the filling factor, is widely dominating. In order to
take into account the jitters in energy of the linac, a sequence of electron bunches different
ones from others both microscopically (by randomly changing the seed of the Hammerslay
sequences of the electron phase space distributions) and macroscopically, by preparing
and injecting them into the undulator, thus simulating the shot-to-shot fluctuations of the
bunch train. The macroscopic shot-to-shot variations of the average characteristics within
the jitter intervals include the random change of the electron energy by 1 per mill, the
tuning between electron beam and radiation within 100 fs of time delay, and the transverse
overlapping with 50 µm of pointing jitter. Due to their different velocities, the radiation
field travelling inside the cavity overtakes the electron beam. The pulse therefore needs to
be delayed by the total slippage length at the successive round trip. Implementing a slight
shortening of the cavity length, the radiation turns out to be synchronised with the next
bunch at the undulator entrance and within the temporal jitter [39]. The value of the energy
achieved at saturation as a function of the time delay between electrons and radiation is
shown in Figure 6. The wide width of the curve is much larger than the time fluctuation of
an electron beam train in an SC linac, less or at a maximum of the order of 100 fs.

0.000 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006
0.0000

0.0005

0.0010

0.0015

 

 

 

c�t (m)

E
(J

)

Figure 6. Intra-cavity radiation energy E(J) vs. time delay c∆t (m) between electrons and radiation
for radiation wavelength λ = 15.2 µm, emittance ε = 1 mm mrad, loss = 6%.

With the electron beam parameters in the range shown in Table 1, assuming the values
of Q = 250 pC, Ipeak = 20 A, εn = 1.4 mm mrad, energy spread ∆E = 100 keV and varying
energies with a jitter of 2× 10−4, five reference cases have been studied: two based on an
undulator with a period λw = 3.5 cm and three with λw = 4.5 cm. The data and the results
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are summarised in Table 2. THz radiation energies larger than 1 mJ are always obtained
for wavelengths between 13 and 50 µm, with undulator lengths larger than 1.5 m. Figure 7
shows the energy growth as a function of the round trip number inside the cavity for the five
analysed cases, in the case of cavity losses at 2%. The radiation power profiles at saturation are
instead shown in Figure 8. In some cases, the power shape is multi-spiky, resulting in a broad
and polychromatic spectrum. In these cases, the long wavelength and the relatively longer
undulator lead to a high total slippage, with the involvement of more supermodes [39–41].
Regarding the efficiency of the Compton scattering, these cases are characterised by larger
energy levels and present advantages in terms of output flux, but their wider bandwidths limit
the spectral density of the X-ray yield. We also varied the reflection coefficient of the mirrors
in order to study different cavity options. Table 3 summarises the intra-cavity energy obtained
with different values of cavity losses and electron emittances in the case of a wavelength at
15 µm. Figure 9 is relevant to the less advantageous case of Table 3, with total losses at 6%
(2% of outcoupling and 4% of cavity dissipation) and an emittance of 1.4 mmmrad and reports
the gain G = (E(Lund)− E(0))/E(Lund)) as function of the round trip number. At saturation,
gain and losses are exactly balanced, while before saturation, the gain reaches 30%.

Table 2. THz radiation: undulator specifics, electron energy, and results (repetition rate at 5× 107 Hz).
EIC and EEC indicate the intra-cavity and extra-cavity radiation energy, respectively; size, div and
PEC are the output radiation size, divergence and the extra-cavity radiation power level, respectively.
Mirror losses at 2%.

λw (cm) 3.5 3.5 4.5 4.5 4.5
aw 2.33 2 2.95 2 2

Lund (m) 2 2 1.71 1.71 1.71

γ 55.5 81.5 65 55.5 86

λTHz (µm) 36 13.2 51.6 36 15
EIC (mJ) 3 3.38 1 2.1 2.8
EEC (µJ) 60 67 20 42 56
bw (%) 4 2.6 1 2.5 2.15

size (mm) 2.7 1.6 3 3 2.2
div (mrad) 3.5 1.8 6 4 3.7
PEC (kW) 3 3.4 1 2.1 2.8

λX (nm) 3 0.5 3 3 0.5

0 100 200 300 400 500
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10-4

10-3

0 100 200 300 400 500

10-5

10-4

10-3

(a) (b)

�THz=15 �m�THz=36 �m

�THz=51.6 �m

�THz=36 �m

�THz=13.2 �m

Round trip number Round trip number

E
(J

)

Figure 7. Intra-cavity radiation energy growth E(J) vs. a number of shots N. Window (a): undulator
period λw = 3.5 cm; red curve: γ = 55.5, λ = 36 µm; blue curve: γ = 81.5 λ = 13.2 µm. Window (b):
undulator period λw = 4.5 cm; red curve: γ = 65, λ = 51.6 µm; magenta curve:γ = 55.5, λ = 36 µm;
blue curve: γ = 86, λ = 15 µm.
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Figure 8. Intra-cavity radiation power profile P(W) vs. coordinate s(m) = t(s)c. Window (a): undulator
period λw = 3.5 cm; red curve: γ = 55.5, λ = 36 µm; blue curve: γ = 81.5, λ = 13.2 µm. Window (b):
undulator period λw = 4.5 cm; red curve: γ = 65, λ = 51.6 µm; magenta curve: γ = 55.5, λ = 36 µm;
blue curve: γ = 86, λ = 15 µm.

Table 3. Intra-cavity radiation energy EIC for the different normalised emittance of the electron beam
εn and losses Lc = Lext + Lmirr + Llens.

εn (mm mrad) 1 1.4 1 1.4 1 1.4

Lc (%) 2 2 4 4 6 6

EIC (mJ) 4.2 2.8 2.6 2 1.7 1.1

0 50 100 150 200
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

 

 

G

round trip number

Figure 9. Radiation gain vs. number of round trip for the case with λ = 15 µm, losses at 6% and
emittance of 1.4 mm mrad.

4. The TeraHertz Optical Cavity

The TeraHertz optical cavities of FEL oscillators in operation are usually stable cavities
constituted by a front and a rear mirror, with the undulator in between. The example
described here, instead, is a four-mirror unstable cavity in a bow-tie configuration sketched
in Figure 10. The mirrors are spherical and constitute a telescopic system, surrounding
the Compton IP, which provides the focusing needed for increasing the luminosity of
the system. This cavity has been inspired by those currently used in Thomson scattering
sources, for instance in BriXSinO [23] or ThomX [24]. Other solutions could, however, be
exploited. The radiation exits the undulator (point 1) with an assigned waist size w1 and
curvature radius R1 provided by the GENESIS 1.3 calculations.

The THz radiation must hit the holed front mirror with a size w2(>> w1) large enough
to guarantee a fraction of a few percent of extra-cavity radiation with a hole with a radius
of a few mm, namely w2 ' 10 cm. For the THz pulse propagation, we follow the ABCD
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model of the Gaussian beams. The length between the end of the undulator and the mirror
(point 2) is then chosen in such a way that

w2 =

√
(1 +

l1 + l2
R1

)2w2
1 + (

λ(l1 + l2)
πw1

)2 ' 0.1 m

Considering, for instance, the case with λ = 15 µm and using the values of Table 2 for
w1 and R1 (w = 2σ and R = σ/θdiv), the second term ∝ λ is negligible with respect to the
first one, giving (l1 + l2) ' (w2/w1 − 1)R1 ' 13 m. A waist at the IP (point 6) of the order
of 1.5× 10−4 m entails a focusing distance l4 ' 3.14 m. The radiation reflected on mirror
1 should encounter a successive electron bunch in the IP, leading to l2 + l3 + l4 = m∆l,
where m is an integer number and ∆l the bunch-to-bunch separation. With an angle
of collision of 2°, l2 ' 2.6 m and l3 ' 0.24 m. On the other hand, the total round trip
length should also be an integer multiple n of ∆l, namely l5 + l6 + l7 + lu + l1 ' n∆l. The
radiation should arrive consistently matched with the undulator (point 11). This condition
is guaranteed by values of w11 ' 7.510−3 m and R11 = −1 m, leading to l5 = 0.27 m,
l6 = 14.72 m and l7 = 0.24 m. The resulting round trip length is 36 m and the linear
dimension of the cavity is approximately 18 m. The mirrors turn out to have the following
curvature radii: r1 ' 27.3 m, r2 ' 3.14 m, r3 ' 0.27 m and r4 = 0.39 m. Radiation
with wavelengths up to 50 µm can be transported and focused with these same curvature
lengths, by operating slight adjustments of the position of the mirrors. The considerable
value of the power stored inside the Fabry–Pérot cavity could produce relevant thermal
effects on the mirrors, inducing the deformation of their surfaces with an insurgence of
transverse mode degeneracy. Methods for overcoming this issue are based on inducing
losses to higher-order modes and have been studied in [24,42].

Figure 10. Dual source of THz and X-ray radiation. The cavity is constituted by four mirrors, one of
them (r1) holed for THz and X-ray extraction. Point 1: undulator exit. Point 2: arrival on mirror 1.
Point 3: departure from mirror 1. Point 4: arrival on mirror 2. Point 5: departure from mirror 2. Point
6: interaction point. Point 7: arrival on mirror 3. Point 8: departure from mirror 3. Point 9: arrival on
mirror 4. Point 10: departure from mirror 4. Point 11: undulator entrance. Electron beam and THz
radiation interact at an angle α of few degrees.

5. The Inverse Compton Scattering Process: Numerical Results

The interaction between the electron beam and the THz radiation propagating back-
ward was investigated with the classical model based on the Liénard–Wiechert poten-
tials [43]. The double differential energy spectrum with respect to frequency ω and solid
angle Ω is given by:

d2W
dωdΩ

=
e2

4π2c

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∞∫
−∞

dt ei(wt−n· r(t)c )

n×
(n− β)×

·
β

(1− n · β)3


ret

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(2)
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where r(t) is the position of the electron, n is the direction of the observer position, the

index ret indicates that all the factors are evaluated at the retarded time, β and
·
β are the

electron velocity and acceleration normalised to the speed of light, with

β̇ =
−e

mecγ

[
EL

(
1− β · ek

)
+ β · EL(ek − β)

]
. (3)

EL(x, y, z, t) is the electric field obtained by propagating the THz pulse generated by
the FEL calculation shown in Figure 8 and ek is the direction of the interacting radiation.

The crucial need for focusing the THz radiation on the Compton IP derives from the
dependence of the final X-ray yield on the rms pump transverse size σTHz exhibited in
Formula (1) and can be solved by the installation of the telescopic system based on mirrors
in the scattering region.

As shown in the previous paragraph, the radiation in the IP can be focused down
to σTHz ' 65− 75 µm in the case of λTHz ' 13− 15 µm and to about 150–250 µm for
λ = 36–51 µm. Figure 11 presents the dependence of the total X-ray flux on the THz
radiation size σTHz for 3 nm of X-ray wavelength (window(a)) and 0.5 nm (window (b)).
As can be seen, a suitable focus allows us to exceed 105 X-ray photon per shot. Figure 12
shows the number of photons NX (solid lines, left axis) and the bandwidth bw (dotted lines,
right axis) obtained with different collimation angles θcoll for the five cases analysed and for
a THz focusing reference value σTHz ' 5 λTHz. The X-ray radiation bandwidths of the case
analysed are all very similar except for a slight difference in the initial value, due to the
different bandwidths of the THz pulses. The number of photons, instead, strongly depends
on the THz intensities. The cases obtained with the shorter undulator period generate more
intense X-rays.
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Figure 11. Total number of X-ray photons NX as a function of rms dimension of the THz pulse in the IP,
σTHz(µm). Window (a): λX = 3 nm, (i) λw = 3.5 cm, λTHz = 36 µm; (ii) λw = 4.5 cm, λTHz = 36 µm;
(iii) λw = 4.5 cm, λTHz = 51.6 µm. Window (b): λX = 0.5 nm, (i) λw = 3.5 cm, λTHz = 13.2 µm;
(ii) λw = 4.5 cm, λTHz = 15 µm.

Table 4 collects information about the X-rays. The results were obtained by collimating
the output yield in a proper angle θcoll ' 10 mrad for a bandwidth of approximately 10%.
If broader or narrower spectra are required or tolerated, they can be achieved by varying
the collimation angle, as presented in Figure 12. Usually, it is not possible to operate in
the Fourier transform limit with Compton sources. The spectrum is indeed fixed at the
zero order by the collimation system and could depend in a finer way on the emittance and
energy spread of the electrons, while the length of the pulse is determined by the length
of the electron beam. Jitters of the radiation follow those of the electron beam. Figure 13
shows the spectra of the X-ray radiation at 3 nm (window (a)) and 0.5 nm (window (b))
collimated at a bandwidth of 10% for the five reference cases. Figure 14 presents the
effect of the presence of a collision angle. The case with λTHz = 15 µm and cavity losses
Lc = Lext + Lmirr + Llens = 2%, 4% and 6% was analysed as a function of the interaction
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angle α (α = 0 for head-to-head collisions). The data show a contained decrease in the
photon number that remains quite negligible for angles below 5°. The Rayleigh length
of the X radiation is of the order of tens of meters and its size on the front mirror much
smaller than the dimension of the hole, allowing the extraction of the X-rays from the cavity
without problems.

Table 4. X-ray radiation: electron energy, pump characteristics, results. Repetition rate of the source
5× 107 Hz. IC: intra-cavity, EC: extra-cavity.

γ e-Beam 55.5 81.5 65 55.5 86

λTHz THz µm 36 13.2 51.6 36 15
EIC THz mJ 3 3.38 1 2.1 2.8

N/shot IC THz ×1017 5.5 2.6 2.5 3.8 2.1
N/s IC THz ×1025 2.75 1.3 1.25 1.9 1.05

N/shot EC THz ×1015 11 5.2 5 7.6 4.2
N/s EC THz ×1023 5.5 2.6 2.5 3.8 2.1

size in IP THz µm 180 65 250 180 75

λX X-ray nm 3 0.5 3 3 0.5
NX/shot X-ray ×105 1.7 1.05 1.27 1.19 0.96

NX/s X-ray ×1012 8.5 5.3 6.3 6 4.8
NX,coll/shot X-ray ×105 0.41 0.42 0.23 0.29 0.37
NX,coll/s X-ray ×1012 2.2 2.25 1.15 1.45 1.85
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Figure 12. Number of photons NX,coll (solid lines) and bandwidth (dotted lines) as a function of
collimation angle θcoll(rad). Window (a): λX = 3 nm, (i) λw = 3.5 cm, λTHz = 36 µm; (ii) λw = 4.5 cm,
λTHz = 36 µm; (iii) λw = 4.5 cm, λTHz = 51.6 µm. Window (b): λX = 0.5 nm, (i) λw = 3.5 cm,
λTHz = 13.2 µm; (ii) λw = 4.5 cm, λTHz = 15 µm. In window (b), the bandwidths relevant to cases
(i) and (ii) are not distinguishable.
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Figure 13. Spectrum of the collimated X-ray radiation for a bandwidth of 10%. Window (a): λX = 3 nm,
(i) λw = 3.5 cm, λTHz = 36 µm; (ii) λw = 4.5 cm, λTHz = 36 µm; (iii) λw = 4.5 cm, λTHz = 51.6 µm.
Window (b): λX = 0.5 nm, (i) λw = 3.5 cm, λTHz = 13.2 µm; (ii) λw = 4.5 cm, λTHz = 15 µm.
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×

×

×

×

×

Figure 14. Number of photons of the collimated X-ray radiation for bandwidth at 10% as a function of
the complementary angle α between the electron beam and THz radiation (head-to-head interaction
α = 0.) λw=4.5 cm, λTHz = 15 µm. λX = 0.5 nm, (a): Lc = 2%, (b): Lc = 4%, (c): Lc = 6%.

6. Conclusions

The dual source we presented here, simultaneously delivering THz and X-ray radia-
tion, has a compact footprint and can therefore be installed in medium-size laboratories,
hospitals or university campuses. It is based on a relatively simple upgrade of a THz
FEL oscillator, consisting in the addition of a telescopic system surrounding the Compton
interaction point, placed in the centre of the cavity. A possible geometry of the cavity, a
bow-tie configuration with four mirrors, was discussed. The undulator should occupy
part of the region between the telescopic system and the front mirror. The dimension and
cost of the device are almost the same as those of a THz oscillator. The THz radiation
generated in an FEL oscillator propagating backward in the cavity hits a successive electron
bunch producing soft X-rays via Thomson/Compton back-scattering. In this condition,
THz FEL intracavity pulses with mJ-class energy at 15–50 microns of wavelength, driven
by 20–100 MeV energy electron bunches, can deliver up to few 105 soft X-ray photons per
shot by Compton back-scattering at a rate of 10–100 MHz, synchronised with the THz
radiation. Two possible undulator choices at λw = 3.5 and 4.5 cm were described. The
first one produces higher levels of THz radiation energy, with larger bandwidths and less
regular power distributions. The second one, conversely, has smoother power density and
narrower spectra, but the radiation yield features lower energy values. More than 1017 THz
photons per shot are emitted intra-cavity by the FEL oscillator, meaning more than 1015

per shot to the extra-cavity users, and more than 105 X-ray photons being driven per shot.
These numbers, multiplied by the repetition rate of the source, namely 10–100×106 Hz, give
1022–1023 THz photons/s, coupled with more than 1012 X-ray photons/s. Open technologi-
cal challenges are the implementation and the optimisation of the cavity elements, such as
mirrors, lenses and windows, issues which should be studied within a work of conceptual
and technical design. Lenses could also be made by artificial dielectric material [44]. For
windows, instead, materials with maximum transparency in both THz and soft X-rays
domains should be used. The problems of the transport and focusing of radiation pulses are,
however, common to THz sources of all kinds and currently under study with increasing
interest in the whole THz radiation community.
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